Summit Software Technologies and HealthSystems have entered into a partnership to offer HealthSystems clients the opportunity to take advantage of GE Centricity add-on solutions created by Summit Software Technologies. These add-on solutions create additional efficiencies within GE Centricity.

**eDOC**
eDOC allows providers to view their GE Centricity® schedules (available with CPS and EMR) in Microsoft Outlook and on mobile devices. eDOC requires no additional hardware.

**MAGIC FAX**
Magic Fax (available for both Centricity CPS and EMR) automates the entire faxing process utilizing the practices current Biscom software. Currently a user must click up to 12 different times to fax a document to a referring physician. Magic Fax automatically faxes documents once a provider has signed off on a document. Magic Fax also recognizes addendums to documents and will resend the document to the referring/primary care physician along with a cover letter stating the document is an addendum.

**REFUND EXPORTER**
Refund Exporter completely automates the ENTIRE refund process. Refund Exporter creates a button at the visit level within GE Centricity® which allows a user to identify who should be receiving the refund on an overpayment and the amount of the refund. Refund Exporter Admin then allows a supervisor (or authorized individual) to select which refund checks to generate, the system will print the checks (or create an electronic file for your accounts payable system), and post the transaction back to GE Centricity® all in one click. Refund Exporter removes the manual process that is currently required.

**AUTO-CONVEYANCE**
Auto Conveyance allows practices to automatically convey any patient credit balances to open balances for the same patient. Your staff will never have to spend time transferring/conveying patient payments in the GE Centricity® system.

**AUTOMATED COLLECTIONS SYSTEM (ACS)**
ACS completely automates the self-pay collections from within the GE Centricity® system, while doing much of the work that is required manually. ACS allows different collection criteria, based on the guarantor balance and is embedded into the GE Centricity® system, so no need to toggle between systems.
THIRD PARTY EXPORTER (TPE)
TPE allows users to identify visits that are ready to be written off to bad-debt and turned for external collections. Visits are identified based on a pre-determined visit owner status. TPE generates an electronic file (customizable) which includes all visit, patient, and guarantor information required to effectively collect on an account. At the time TPE generates the file, TPE will also automatically write off the patient balance on the visit and change the visit status to bad debt.

FEE SCHEDULE IMPORTER (FSI)
FSI is the easiest tool on the market to update fee schedule values in GE Centricity®. FSI is a one-time cost with no recurring costs.

FEE SCHEDULE ASSIGNER (FSA)
(Fnewest Product Offering)
FSA is the easiest tool on the market to update fee schedule assignments to the Responsible Providers in GE Centricity®. Fee Schedules can be added and expired ALL FROM WITHIN ONE SCREEN versus going into each Responsible Provider’s setup. FSA is a one-time cost with no recurring costs.

MULTI-VISIT ACTION
Multi-Visit Action allows users to make mass updates to multiple fields at the visit level. Update visit notes, visit status, visit description, etc. to multiple tickets for a guarantor regardless of the visit status on each visit.

FOLLOW UP
Follow up is a product embedded into GE Centricity® which acts as a tickler system for following up on patient visits.

HEALTH MAINTENANCE REMINDER SYSTEM
Health Maintenance Reminder (HMR) is embedded into the Patient Registration screen in GE Centricity® CPS. HMR will identify health maintenance reminders due for a patient during the registration process.

SCHEDULE TRACKER
Schedule Tracker interfaces to your GE Centricity® schedules. Schedule Tracker provides the ability to identify how long a patient has been in a specific Appointment Status as well as the total length of time the patient has been in your facility (with detailed breakdown of the amount of time spent in each status). Schedule Tracker is a great resource for identifying how long patients are spending in each area of your practice.